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What is an ex raid battle in pokemon go

EX Raids are special events that take place only for invitations in Pokémon GO. They are held weekly with invitations distributed the week before. EX Raids are pretty much identical to a normal raid battle, but except for the need to be invited. You can receive an invitation in two ways: by winning a Raid Battle at suitable EX Raid Gym
locations or by friends with a high level of friendship. (These methods are listed below.) The invitation includes a time, date, and gym hosting the EX Raid. Left: An EX Raid-enabled gym, right: An EX Raid invitation. How to be invited to an EX Raid There are two ways to get an invitation to an EX Raid. Method 1: The first way to receive an
EX Raid invitation is to win a raid battle at an EX Gym location. Eligible venues consist of open-plan gyms such as parks or sponsored gyms (e..B. Starbucks in the U.S.). To know for sure if a gym is eligible, look for the blue day in the upper right corner of the gym info box. (Check the screenshot above for an example.) Note that winning
a battle alone does not guarantee an invitation. Trainers who have a higher badge in a gym and greater participation in raid battles are more likely to receive an EX Raid Battle invitation. Method 2: If you're on your luck or just too busy, the second way is to be invited by an Ultra or Best Friend in the game. Trainers who receive an invitation
have the option to share an EX Raid Pass to bring a friend. You will receive an identical invitation with the same time, dates and other. FAQ Am I guaranteed an EX Raid invitation if I win a raid? No, you get a chance to get one, but there are ways to increase your chances. There are other factors to consider. If a gym hosts a scheduled
EX raid, it can't host one next week. You'll need to consult other community members or take time to get an idea of which gyms are eligible in a given week. The blue tags are not updated to reflect the weekly permission. How can I increase my chances of receiving an EX Raid invitation? There are two things you can do to increase your
chances. First, it is to raise your gym badge level in a particular gym. Trainers with a higher gym badge level have a better chance of being invited. The second is Raid in more EX Raid Gyms. You win in more locations, you have the opportunity to receive an invitation to one of the locations. How many EX Raid invitations can I receive per
week? You can only be invited to an EX raid by the system per week. But you can be invited by friends to visit additional EX Raids. So you can do 2 or more EX raids in a week. Eg. You will receive an EX Raid invitation for yourself at 3 p.m. Your friend will receive an invitation to another location at 1 p.m. He/she can invite you to this raid
and you can complete both. That's 2 completed EX Raids. But how do you do more than 2? You will simply be invited again, invited, Location. If another friend has another EX Raid at 3pm in another unique location, they can also invite you to join them. You just have to make it there before it's over. EX Raids have a 45-minute window.
Keep in mind that you can only hold an EX Raid invitation from a friend at any given time. If you want to complete multiple EX raids, you should be invited in the order of scheduled times. Another trap to watch out for is that you can't send an invitation to a friend once the EX Raid starts, so do so in advance. When do EX Raid invitations
expire? EX Raid invitations usually expire before the next scheduled EX raid. Eg. An EX raid is scheduled for Friday, with invitations for next week could be Thursday. At the end of your invitation, there is an option to invite. After tapping it, you will be prompted to invite an Ultra or Best Friend to the same EX Raid. You will receive a
request and can accept or decline your invitation. It is best to consult with them beforehand, as you only have a chance to invite someone. If you decline your invitation, you can't invite another person. Comments Share An EX Raid Battle, formerly Exclusive Raid Battle, is the same as a regular raid battle, but it's only invitation-bound.
These battles take place only in EX Raid Gyms. Trainers must receive an EX Raid Pass before entering the fight. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic: Invitations for EX raid battles are paused. [1] Details Sample EX Raid Invitation EX Raid Battles are similar to existing raid battles, with some notable differences. EX-Raids regularly appear in
EX Raid Gyms around the world; However, unlike existing raids, trainers are invited to participate in an EX Raid battle. To receive an invitation to participate in an EX Raid battle, trainers must have recently successfully completed a raid attack by defeating the Raid Boss in the gym where the EX Raid battle is taking place. The invitations
include a warning of when the EX raid will take place and give them plenty of time to coordinate with other trainers before taking over the powerful Raid boss. [2] Mewtwo was the first Pokémon to be featured in EX Raid Battle from September 2017 to September 2018. Then Deoxys became the new EX Raid Boss from October 2018. [3]
Starting deoxy's Raid, trainers can invite their Ultra or Best Friends to join the fight. Permission An EX Raid Pass used to get entry The eligibility requirements for an EX Raid battle are the frequency, times, locations, and duration of a battle. These factors a trainer's chance to be invited to an EX Raid battle. [4] Cancellation A planned EX
Raid can be cancelled at any time. Trainers who receive a cancellation notice will receive five raid passes and 50,000 Stardust as a consolation. [5] When the cancellation was originally made, the trainers received two raid passes and 1,000 Stardust as It should be noted that players who cannot participate in their scheduled EX Raid will
not receive any items. List of Pokémon listed in EX Raids November 18, 2019 - March 15, 2020: Regigigas since October 5, 2019: Mewtwo with ShadowBall since July 1, 2019: Deoxys Speed Forme Since March 27, 2019: Deoxys Defense Forme since July 28, 2019. December 2019, 2018: Deoxys Attack Forme Since October 1, 2018:
Deoxys Normal Forme Since September 6, 2017: Mewtwo Boss CP 54,148 CPMax capture CP 2,387 CP 2,984 CP Boss CP 50,271 CPMax capture CP 1,806 CP 2,257 CP Boss CP 41,036 CP CPMax Capture CP 1.474 CP 1.842 CP Boss CP 36.170 CPMax Capture CP 1.299 CP 1.624 CP Boss CP 45.802 CPMax Capture CP 1.645
CP 2,056 CP Boss CP 55,480 CPMax capture CP 2,483 CP 3.104 CP Trivia The first Battles EX Raid should take place on September 6. 2017. [4] Despite similar naming, EX Raid battles have nothing to do with Pokémon EX in the Pokémon Trading Card Game. Although the EX Raid Battle Banner and Medal include Lugia's Head, this
Pokémon has never been featured in an EX Raid battle. EX Raid Bosses have a base capture rate of 6%. The number of EX Raid-enabled gyms increased sharply on October 10, 2019. [7] References Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Once upon a time, EX passports existed. Fighting in certain
gyms gave participants the chance to be invited to a special raid that, after completion, gave them the chance to catch a powerful Pokemon. Mewtwo was the first to be offered as a reward, followed by deoxys in all forms and ended with regigigas. However, the current global pandemic has a temporary (?) Stop what coaches know as EX
raids, and there was virtually no information about when they could return. Meanwhile, Pokemon Go began to focus primarily on PVP by eliminating the Battle League walking requirement, offering rare Pokemon (including Legendare) as rewards and bringing a new item, Elite TM's, to give players access to legacy moves. How can EX
raids be brought back into the spotlight in a PVP world? Let's throw some ideas around. Receiving an EX Pass With the addition of Remote Raid Passes, not too much should change how an EX pass is obtained. You fight in the raid, successfully complete the raid and get enough people to do the same, you get the EX pass. Using the
regular or remote raid pass should not make a difference whether you get a chance to get an EX pass or not. However, you should still be able to invite a Great Friend or higher to the EX Raid (as opposed to Ultra Friend, which is the minimum level of friendship for it) to more options to engage people. Adapting EX passes and using
themThe option to use EX passes as a remote control should be provided (which sounds the most for someone who is not involved in the development of the game option). Alternatively, the radius at which gyms and pokestops can be reached can be adjusted so that it may be possible to temporarily extend the distance at which an EX
raid can be completed. If the first option is selected, there should be no damage reduction if a trainer decides to use the pass as a remote control. Rewards: Gimme, Gimme more, Gimme more, Gimme, Gimme More! Rewards are the best part of an EX raid. Apart from the actual Pokemon, what you want to receive as a reward, may
change depending on your goals in the game. Regular raids give out HyperTränke and Golden Razz as rewards, but at this point in the game I drown positively in them. Recording of Silver Pinaps (in groups of five/tens), regular incubators (in groups of two, maybe more if they are single-use), Star Pieces/Frankincense/Lucky Eggs (in
groups of three), special lures (in groups of one) or even a small chance (and we speak prrrrrreeettttyyy small) when receiving an EliteTM (in groups of one). The latter option would certainly be a draw for people who focus on PVP, as you can never have too much stardust, which should definitely be increased regardless of how the
rewards are dealt. These, too, are just a few thoughts. EX raids were quite funny (even if they died in popularity with deoxys is the reward over and over again), and they can be fun again. Do you have any ideas on how to reintegrate EX Raids into the game? Let us know on Twitter or at Go Hub Discord. Dissension.
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